
Cyber Security
Spotlight

KPMG’s Cyber Security practice helps clients effectively manage and control corporate 
information assets across a broad spectrum of evolving threats and scenarios. Companies 
today increasingly realize that security is not a one-time project, but instead a strategy that 
must be adaptive to changing threats, remain consistent with the organization’s business 
initiatives, and deliver benefits such as manageability, assurance, and efficiency. We help 
companies identify their most important information assets and work with them to develop 
an effective approach to combining technology and business processes. We work with clients 
to help enhance the value that can be obtained from their data while protecting key business 
processes, information assets, and the company’s brand and reputation. 

Potential benefits
KPMG’s Cyber Security team helps clients identify and mitigate evolving security  
threats by: 

 — Helping the organization deliver innovation through the effective use of secure Information 
Technology (IT) resources

 — Assisting the organization in preserving the confidentiality and privacy of customer and 
corporate data

 — Helping to enable the integrity and reliability of information stored on corporate systems 

 — Working with companies to reduce the high cost of IT security failures, both financially and in 
terms of their brand reputation

 — Helping to establish and increase the confidence of customers and other key uses of IT systems.

Value proposition
KPMG helps clients obtain value from critical business data, while protecting 
information assets and the company’s brand and reputation. Clients gain from 
increased confidence in the security of the underlying data, reduced risk of data leaks 
and regulatory noncompliance, lower costs related to errors and litigation, improved 
organizational efficiency, and less wasted time.

Primary industry sectors
Focus is on all industries, but greater focus is on heavily regulated and critical 
infrastructure such as the following: financial services (banking and capital), healthcare, 
energy, and government. Other industries include high-growth markets and technology.
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Preferred majors
Bachelor’s or master’s degree in information systems and technology, computer 
science, computer programming, system analysis, applied technology management, 
business and computer information, database technology or a related discipline

Success story
 — KPMG’s team assisted one of the largest global software companies to align its security 
strategy to its new delivery approach. Focus areas included developing new governance to 
protect increasingly more sensitive intellectual property, providing more controls transparency 
for clients as they move to cloud delivery, and automating compliance with new regulations 
based upon new offerings.

 — KPMG International was named a global leader in information security by Forrester Research 
Inc. in its prestigious annual report—Forrester Wave: Information Security Consulting 
Services, achieving the highest score for current offering and strategy (tied).

Client profile
Use and processing of critical information, multiple jurisdictions including multinational, 
use and processing of highly valued intellectual property or brand, heavily integrated 
vendor/business partner change

Some or all of the services described herein may not be 
permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or 
related entities.
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